Shear-induced parallel-to-perpendicular orientation transition in the amphiphilic lamellar phase: a nonequilibrium molecular-dynamics simulation study.
The present work is devoted to a study of the shear-induced parallel-to-perpendicular orientation transition in the lamellar system by the large-scale nonequilibrium molecular-dynamics (NEMD) simulation. An effective generic model-A2B2 tetramer for amphiphilies is used. The NEMD simulation produces unambiguous evidence that undulation instability along the vorticity direction sets in well above a critical shear rate and grows in magnitude as the shear rate is further increased. At a certain high shear rate, the coherent undulation instability grows so large that defects are nucleated and the global lamellar monodomain breaks into several aligned lamellar domains. Subsequently layers in these domains rotate into the perpendicular orientation with the rotation of chains towards the y direction, merge into a global perpendicular-aligned lamellar monodomain, and organize into a perfect well-aligned perpendicular lamellar phase by the migration and annihilation of edge dislocations and disclinations. The macroscopic observable viscosity as a function of time or shear rate is correlated with the structural response such as the mesoscopic domain morphology and the microscopic chain conformation. The onset of undulation instability concurs with the start-up of shear-thinning behavior. During the orientation transformation at the high shear rate, the complex time-dependent thixotropic behavior is observed. The smaller viscosity in the perpendicular lamellar phase gives an energetic reason for the shear-induced orientation transition.